ABSTRACT Ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) is a high-speed searching device that searches the entire memory in parallel in deterministic time, unlike random-access memory (RAM), which searches sequentially. A network router classifies and forwards a data packet with the aid of a TCAM that stores the routing data in a table. Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), due to its hardware-like performance and software-like reconfigurability, are widely used in networking systems where TCAM is an essential component. TCAM is not included in modern FPGAs, which leads to the emulation of TCAM using available resources on FPGA. Several emulated TCAM designs are presented but they lack the efficient utilization of FPGA's hardware resources. In this paper, we present a novel TCAM architecture, the distributed RAM based TCAM (D-TCAM), using D-CAM as a building block. One D-CAM block implements a 48-bytes TCAM using 64 lookup tables (LUTs), that is cascaded horizontally and vertically to increase the width and depth of TCAM, respectively. A sample size of 512 × 144 is implemented on Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA, which reduced the hardware utilization by 60% compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs. Similarly, by exploiting the LUT-flip-flip (LUT-FF) pair nature of Xilinx FPGAs, the proposed TCAM architecture improves throughput by 58.8% without any additional hardware cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-addressable memory (CAM) is a special type of associative array that performs parallel searching of the stored rules. It returns the address of the matched rule in one clock cycle [1] . CAMs are classified into two major types: binary CAM (BiCAM) supports only two memory states ('0' and '1') and ternary CAM (TCAM) supports three memory states ('0', '1', and 'X'). 'X' state is known as don't care bit or wildcard.
TCAM is widely used in many applications where the searching speed is imperative [2] , [3] , i.e., digital signal processing, artificial intelligence [4] , translation lookaside buffers (TLBs) in soft processors [5] , cache memory, and gene pattern recognition [6] in bioinformatics. Packet classification and packet forwarding maintain the high throughput of the system using TCAM in networking applications [7] , The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Remigiusz Wisniewski. e.g., software defined networks (SDNs) [8] . A routing table is maintained in the TCAM which stores the destination addresses and the ports to which the data packet needs to be forwarded. The router compares the destination address (''0 1 0 1'') of the incoming packet with the stored addresses and chooses the appropriate port (Port A), as shown in Fig. 1 . The match line of TCAM acts as a pointer to the corresponding word (Port number) in static random-access memory (SRAM).
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) provide a large amount of logic and memory components which make them extremely favorable for the development of emerging systems [9] . Although TCAM is vital element in networking applications, modern FPGAs lack a hard core for TCAM because of its many other applications where TCAM would not be used. It was supported by some old FPGAs such as those from Altera (FLEX) [10] and Lattice in the form of partial memory blocks and multi-function blocks (MFBs), but TCAM is not included in the latest release of these devices. What if we need a TCAM for the implementation of networking system inside an FPGA? Emulated TCAMs are the alternatives which are proposed by many researchers to utilize the hardware resources of FPGA to design a TCAM inside FPGAs [11] , [12] . FPGA vendors including Altera [13] and Xilinx [11] , [14] also provide soft IP (intellectual property) cores for TCAM to support its applications, but the memory utilization is inefficient in their current versions. Xilinx recently released an emulated TCAM to support the SDNs [11] which lacks efficient usage of memory resources on FPGA.
In this work, we propose a novel TCAM architecture using distributed-RAM (D-TCAM) which outperforms the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs by efficiently utilizing the hardware resources. We exploit the physical structure of FPGA slices to improve the throughput of TCAM by introducing pipeline registers to the design. The improvements are in the form of 60% better hardware utilization and 58.8% enhanced throughput compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs [11] , [15] , [16] .
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II provides the motivations and key contributions of the proposed design. Section III discusses the related work. Section IV describes the proposed TCAM architecture. Section V illustrates the technical feasibility of the proposed design and comparisons with state-of-the-art TCAMs. Section VI concludes this work and highlights future directions.
II. MOTIVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

A. MOTIVATIONS
TCAM is an essential element in modern networking applications where it provides the functionality of packet classification and packet forwarding in the form of implementing a routing table. FPGAs, having considerable amount of memory and logical resources, are extremely favorable for complex reconfigurable systems, e.g., software defined networks (SDNs). The presence of TCAM in FPGAs is crucial to implement such complex systems.
Some legacy FPGA devices, such as FLEX and APEX families, previously provided support for CAM and it was possible to implement a BCAM using an additional transistor. Lattice ispXPLD also supported TCAM up to size 128 × 48 using its multi-function blocks (MFBs) [17] . But all of these are discontinued. Modern FPGAs including those from Xilinx does not have a hard IP to support TCAM. Thus, several emulated TCAMs are proposed using the memory resources inside FPGAs, which are known as FPGA-based CAMs. In this paper, we propose a novel FPGA-based TCAM architecture which efficiently utilizes the available hardware resources on FPGA and improves throughput compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs [11] , [15] .
B. KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
Key contributions of the proposed work are as follows:
• The proposed TCAM design, D-TCAM, outperforms the available FPGA-based TCAMs in terms of hardware utilization on FPGA and shows an improvement of 60% compared to the available state-of-the-art TCAMs [11] .
• The available architectures use either lookup tables (LUT) [15] or flip-flops (FF) [18] , [19] to implement TCAM and the other one is inferred by synthesizer but not part of the design; thus LUT-FF pairs are inefficiently utilized in such designs. D-TCAM efficiently exploits the paired nature of LUTs and FFs in modern FPGAs, and utilize it coherently, such that, none of it infers useless. Speed of the design is improved by using these redundant FFs.
• D-TCAM provides better performance as per throughput of the TCAM design and shows an improvement of 58.8% compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs [11] , [15] .
III. RELATED WORK
Conventional TCAMs based on application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) have low storage density, less reconfigurable, and challenging to integrate with FPGA-based systems [20] , [21] . Emulation of TCAM using FPGA's hardware resources is a better option to integrate with FPGA-based searching applications. The focus of this work is on emulated TCAMs which is a mature research area and consists of a large number of different architectures collectively known as FPGA-based TCAMs. Based on the memory resources that are utilized to emulate TCAM functionality, FPGA-based TCAMs are classified into three categories.
1) The first is block RAM (BRAM)-based TCAMs [15] , [16] , [22] - [25] which use FPGA's BRAMs to store the information of TCAM data. HP-TCAM [22] divided the TCAM table into horizontal and vertical blocks and stored it separately in BRAMs of FPGA. It was not possible without division to implement on FPGA resources because the BRAMs required for the architecture presented in patent [26] increases exponentially with increase in width of TCAM. The information about the presence of a rule and its address is stored in different BRAMs which inefficiently utilize BRAMs to emulate a small size (512 × 36) of TCAM. Z-TCAM [27] and E-TCAM [28] are slightly improved ver-sions of HP-TCAM, but they also suffer from inefficient memory utilization. The major drawback of HP-TCAM, Z-TCAM, and E-TCAM is the requirement of TCAM rules to be in ascending or descending order; otherwise, it fails to provide the match address. UE-TCAM [23] reduced the hardware utilization by storing the information about the presence of TCAM rule and its address in the same BRAM. The TCAM rules are not needed to be arranged in ascending or descending order.
REST [24] proposed a hardware-efficient architecture by accessing the BRAM multiple times which affected the throughput of TCAM. Jiang [15] presented a scalable TCAM architecture in a sophisticated manner and utilized a large number of BRAMs to implement 1024 × 150 TCAM. However, the design is entirely not clear from the description of the paper that how such a large size is achieved. Our proposed architecture utilizes the LUTRAM resources on FPGA according to its structure (LUT-FF pairs) which improves the throughput as well as hardware utilization. Multi-pumping [29] approach is used to access the BRAM memory multiple times in one system clock cycle to achieve a reduction in hardware utilization, but the speed is reduced with multiple accesses. Our proposed design is not compromising on the speed of the TCAM architecture and improves the hardware utilization as well as the throughput of the emulated TCAM design.
2) The second type of FPGA-based TCAM is the emulation using distributed-RAM resources on FPGAs [11] , [14] - [16] . Most of the previous works that are designed initially using BRAMs are implemented using distributed-RAMs. Xilinx in 2012 presented a TCAM architecture in its application note using SRL16E which uses 4-input LUTRAM as shift register [14] . One SRL16E implements 2-bits of TCAM. If the same approach is applied to 6-input LUTRAM, only 4-bit TCAM can be emulated. Our proposed TCAM architecture utilizes 6-input LUTRAM to emulate 6-bit TCAM and combines 64 LUTRAMS to emulate 46 bytes of TCAM. Jiang [15] also proposed a distributed RAM-based TCAM architecture which uses a huge number of slices to implement a TCAM of size 1024 × 150. It uses 20526 slices to implement 1024 × 150 TCAM on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA while our proposed TCAM design uses 4835 slices to implement 512 × 144 TCAM on Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. The throughput of Jiang TCAM design and our proposed D-TCAM are 20.9 and 37.3 Gb/s, respectively.
Xilinx in 2017 released a soft IP core for SDNet which uses 12011 slices and 3 BRAMs (36Kb) to implement 512 × 128 TCAM [11] . The architecture's internal design is not disclosed in the IP data sheet, and only implementation results are mentioned. Our proposed TCAM architecture shows improvement than Xilinx design in slice utilization as well as throughput by 60% and 58.8%, respectively. In DURE [30] one slice is utilized to implement 1 × 18 block of TCAM and carry chain logic is used to roll the AND logic of the match lines for the subsequent slices. It used 4 LUTRAMs to emulate 18 bits of TCAM while our proposed TCAM architecture uses 4 LUTRAMs to emulate 24 bits TCAM. Our proposed design provides a building block of 64 × 6 TCAM which can be expanded horizontally and vertically to implement large sizes of TCAM.
Distributed RAM-based TCAM architectures waste a large number of flip-flops in FPGAs due to the LUT-FF pairs as it only needs LUTs to implement the design which we call as inefficient utilization of memory resources. We have designed the proposed architecture by keeping in mind the hardware structure of FPGA slices and its other components which is explained in the upcoming sections.
3) The third type of FPGA-based TCAMs in the literature are register-based TCAMs [18] , [19] , [31] , [32] which use FFs to store the TCAM rules and perform parallel comparisons of each flip-flop with the input search key. They are also known as gate-based TCAMs. FFs in FPGA terminology are known as slice registers (SRs). Gate-based TCAMs reduces the hardware resources in terms of slices per TCAM bit but lacks scalability because of its high routing complexity. LH-CAM [18] and G-AETCAM [19] are implemented as 64 × 36 BiCAM and TCAM, respectively, on Xilinx FPGA. It showed improvement in hardware resources and speed for small size TCAM, but for larger sizes, it is not a good option to emulate TCAM on FPGA.
Some other sub-types include hash-based TCAMs [7] , algorithmic TCAMs, pseudo-TCAM [2] , and cuckoo hashing [33] which have non-deterministic search latency and have the drawback of collision as well as bucket overflow. Algorithmic TCAMs perform best for a specific set of rules as they are based on a specific pattern in the input search key [34] . Updating procedures [35] , [36] and soft errors detection [9] is another research direction in FPGA-based TCAMs. The scope of this paper is to propose a novel TCAM design which outperforms in hardware utilization and throughput compared to the state-of-the-art TCAM architectures.
Our proposed architecture is based on RAM of FPGA, so only type 1 and type 2 FPGA-based TCAMs are part of our comparisons as both are using the RAM available in FPGAs. To make a fair comparison between the BRAMs and distributed RAM, we computed the number of normalized slices for all of the TCAM architectures which are discussed in Section V.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
A. TERMINOLOGY Table 1 lists the important terminologies used in the proposed TCAM design.
B. FPGA STRUCTURE
Modern FPGAs consist of reconfigurable hardware components, to implement any digital system, supported by the interconnection matrix. The main parts of Xilinx FPGAs are block RAMs (BRAMs), digital signal processing (DSP) blocks, configurable logic blocks (CLBs), and input/output (I/O) blocks (IOBs) as shown in Fig. 2 . CLB consists of two types of slices; SLICEM and SLICEL. Each slice has four lookup tables (LUTs) and eight flip-flops (also known as SRs). LUTs inside a SLICEL can be configured as a logic element which implements any function up to 6-inputs (using one LUT), and are known as function generators. LUTs inside a SLICEM can be configured as a logic element as well as a memory element, and are known as LUTRAMs. Each LUTRAM is a column memory of 64 cells which can be used as 64-bit RAM. Multiple LUTRAMs combine to form a distributed RAM.
C. LUTRAM AS TCAM
A 3-input LUTRAM saves the information of 1 × 3 TCAM. The address input of the LUTRAM is treated as search key (Sk) of 1 × 3 TCAM. Only those location(s) stores 'logic-1' whose address corresponds to the rule present in TCAM, otherwise 'logic-0' is stored. For instance, 3-input LUTRAM saves the TCAM rule ''0 1 1'' which made the 3 rd location of LUTRAM to be 'logic-1', and all others 'logic-0' as shown in Fig. 3(a) . If the rule in TCAM has 'X-bit'(s), multiple locations of LUTRAM are 'logic-1'. For instance, 3-input LUTRAM saves the TCAM rule ''0 X 1'', which make the 1 st and 3 rd location of LUTRAM 'logic-1', as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
Two 3-input LUTRAMs are cascaded to form a 2 × 3 TCAM. LUTRAMs in Fig. 3(c) store ''1 0 X'' and ''X 0 1'' as two 3-bit TCAM rules. Similarly, two 3-input LUTRAMs are connected in parallel with output ANDed to form 1 × 6 TCAM. LUTRAMs in Fig. 3(d) stores ''1 0 X 0 1 0'' as one 6-input rule. The input search key (Sk) equal to ''1 0 0 0 1 0'' and ''1 0 0 0 1 0'' matches with the stored rule to provide match line (ML) equal to 'logic-1'as output.
Four 3-input LUTRAMs are connected such that two LUTRAMs in parallel and two in cascade form to emulate a 2 × 6 TCAM. In Fig. 3(e) two TCAM rules of 6 bits each (''1 0 0 X 1 0'' and ''1 X X 0 0 1'') are stored.
To simplify the understanding, we explained the emulation of LUTRAMs into TCAM using 3-input LUTRAMs. Modern FPGAs have mostly 6-input LUTRAM as in Xilinx FPGAs. In the proposed TCAM design we use 6-input LUTRAMs which save information of 1 × 6 TCAM in a similar way as described for 3-input LUTRAM in Fig. 3(a) . A D-CAM block has 64 6-input LUTRAMs which implements a 64 × 6 TCAM. Multiple D-CAM blocks are connected to form larger TCAMs similarly as described for multiple 3-input LUTRAMs in cascade and parallel form as shown in Fig. 3(e) .
D. ONE D-CAM BLOCK
D-CAM block is the basic building block of the proposed architecture, D-TCAM. One D-CAM block consists of 64 6-input LUTs. These LUTs are from SLICEM slices of Xilinx FPGAs, which are also known as LUTRAMs. Fig. 4(a) shows a D-CAM block which is a distributed memory of 64 × 64 consisting of 64 LUTRAMs. All of the memory locations can be read and write using the Address and Data_in as inputs, and Data_out as the output of the whole memory block (D-CAM). The same memory of Fig. 4(a) is used in Fig. 4(b) with a priority encoder, and is changed into a TCAM memory.
Address in Fig. 4(a) represents the search key (Sk) of TCAM memory in Fig. 4(b) . Data_out in Fig. 4(a) represents the match lines (MLs) of TCAM memory in Fig. 4(b) . The final output of a TCAM is always an address where the search key is found. A priority encoder (PE) is normally used to translate match lines into an address but PE in itself has different implementation designs and is not part of the proposed design. Fig. 4 (b) shows PE to ease the understanding of a typical TCAM data flow. 
E. MODULAR STRUCTURE OF D-TCAM
Each D-CAM block implements 48 bytes of TCAM with configuration as 64 × 6, where 64 is the depth (D) of TCAM and 6 is the width (W) of TCAM. Increasing the width of TCAM from 6 bits to 12 bits requires an additional D-CAM block by keeping the depth of TCAM constant, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Similarly, increasing the depth of TCAM from 64 to 128 requires an additional D-CAM block by keeping the width of TCAM constant, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Horizontal expansion of D-CAM blocks is done to increase the width while the vertical expansion of D-CAM blocks is done to increase the depth of emulated D-TCAM. Expansion in both directions is done to create the desired size configuration of TCAM on FPGAs. Fig. 6 shows the formation of 128 × 12 TCAM using four D-CAM blocks connected in parallel and cascade form.
Scalability of the proposed design is shown by emulating a D-TCAM of size 512 × 144 using 192 D-CAM blocks connected in parallel and cascade form. which is a wastage of area in FPGA. Can we use these flip-flops to improve the performance of the system? Yes, we can! Let's use these flip-flops for pipelining the design. The motivation is to design the digital systems according to the available hardware to efficiently utilize the area and hardware resources. The idea is to use these redundantly inferred FFs of the LUT-FF pairs for pipelining.
In this work, we are exploiting the LUT-FF pair nature of the hardware resources inside FPGAs and propose a novel design to utilize the available hardware resources efficiently. We use the redundant flip-flops as pipeline registers which improved the throughput of the proposed TCAM design.
G. PIPELINING
The available designs [11] , [15] , [16] that are based on distributed RAM use LUTRAMs to implement TCAM and need only LUTs from the LUT-FF pairs inside a slice. A large number of LUT-FF pairs are inferred by the synthesizer in the form of slices to implement the distributed RAM-based TCAM designs. LUTs are needed by these design, but FFs are not. However, due to the LUT-FF pair nature of FPGA, FFs are also inferred by the synthesizer while they are not part of the design. It is a waste of area on the reconfigurable device, i.e., FPGA. We call those FFs as redundant flip-flops. Our proposed TCAM architecture uses redundant FFs as pipeline registers.
Pipelining in the digital system improves the performance of the whole system, and throughput is improved in most of the cases. We have divided our proposed TCAM design into two pipeline stages, separated from each other using pipeline registers. The redundant FFs of each LUT-FF pair are used as pipeline registers as shown in Fig. 7 . The proposed design saves the information about the presence of input search key as well as the address where it is found in LUTRAMs in an efficient way to reduce the number of SRAM cells per TCAM bit compared to other LUTRAM-based TCAMs. Similarly, the redundant FFs are used as pipeline registers to divide the TCAM design into two stages which improved the throughput compared to the state-of-the-art TCAM designs.
The number of slices utilized by the TCAM design without pipelining and with pipelining is same, but the performance is improved in the latter case, which is the beauty of this work and is shown with FPGA implementation in the next section. pipeline registers and with pipeline registers, respectively. Similarly, the speed of the emulated design is given in Table 3 , where the left and right values are for the design without pipeline registers and with pipeline registers, respectively.
B. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TCAM ARCHITECTURES
FPGA-based TCAMs discussed in Section 3 use different memory resources, such as distributed RAM, BRAM, and registers (gate-based TCAMs). Number of BRAMs cannot be directly compared with the number of distributed RAMs because of its different structure and memory capacity. To balance it, DURE [30] adapted an equation to calculate the normalized slices (Slices ) which is given in (1) .
For instance, HP-TCAM is implemented using BRAM, and its utilization is published in the form of BRAMs. So we converted the BRAMs to normalized slices using (1) which is provided in the comparison table as the number of slices (Slices ). Most of the TCAM designs under comparison are implemented using Virtex-6. We also implemented D-TCAM on Virtex-6 to make the comparisons fair. Some of the architectures are implemented on different devices which use different technology, e.g., Virtex-7 is used by Jiang [15] and Xilinx [11] while Kintex-7 is used by REST [24] . Virtex-6 is a 40 nm device while Virtex-7 and Kintex-7 are 28 nm devices, which are also different in speed. For comparisons, the normalized speed is calculated using (2) , where Speed' is the normalized speed on the target device and Vdd is always equal to 1.0 V.
Throughput (in Gbits/s) of the proposed design is found using (3) where Speed is the maximum clock rate of the (2), slices: number of slices used by the design on target FPGA, slices : number of slices computed using (1) by combining BRAMs and slices, throughput is in Gbits/s computed using (3)).
emulated TCAM and W is the width of the emulated TCAMs.
C. IMPACT OF PIPELINING
The TCAM architectures that used LUTRAMs for emulating TCAM are not using FFs from the LUT-FF pairs of FPGA's slices. We have used those redundant FFs as pipeline registers to improve the speed of the proposed TCAM architecture. The pipeline registers are FFs which requires additional slices to implement in a design, but in our case, almost no additional slices are used, but the speed improvement is prominent.
To visualize it more clearly we have plotted four graphs showing the change in slice usage and change in the speed of the proposed design by using and not using pipeline registers. The horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) shows that the increase in slices is almost negligible, but the horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d) shows that the increase in speed is prominent. Speed of all emulated designs of D-TCAM is greater than the speed of the design without pipeline registers. Our proposed architecture shows improvement in speed of TCAM without using additional hardware resources on FPGAs. The ideal case of this implementation can be seen from Table 2 and 3 in case of D-TCAM size 128×36. The slices used in both cases (with pipeline registers and without pipeline registers) are the same (254), but the speed is improved by 52% (from 459 to 701 MHz). Table 4 summarizes the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAM architectures, which show that our proposed architecture improves the hardware resources by 60% in terms of slices on FPGA. The throughput is improved from 29.8 Gb/s to 37.3 Gb/s by using the redundant FFs of the LUT-FF pairs as pipeline registers. The state-of-the-art TCAM design [11] has a throughput of 15.36 Gb/s while our proposed architecture significantly improves it to 37.3 Gb/s, which is 58.8% improvement because of the novel TCAM design using LUT-FF pairs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed TCAM design efficiently utilizes the hardware resources on FPGA and exploits the internal structure of slices inside FPGA. Pipelining improved the performance of the TCAM, in terms of throughput, without extra hardware cost compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based TCAMs.
Future work targets on further optimization of emulated TCAM for networking applications which can more efficiently utilize the hardware resources on FPGAs.
